
Competition 15: The economics of fortnite 
 

1) 69% of fortnite players have an average spending of £65, but 31% of the fortnite players 
have an average spending of £0. 

 
Average spending of all players = the total money spent by all players ÷ total amount of players 
  
Average spending of all players= (0.69x65 + 0.31x0)÷1 = £44.85 
 
We know that the average spending of players is going to be less than £65 because 31% of 
fortnite players don’t spend anything at all. This will bring the average down as the same amount 
as the spending is being divided by more people (100% of people) to find the total average 
amount. Imagine the 69% was replaced by the actual number of players that represents 69%. 
Multiplying this amount of people by the average spending of £65 gives the total amount of 
spending. After finding the total amount of spending, you can divide this value by the total 
amount of players to find the average spending of all players. This same calculation can be done 
using the proportion of 69% (which is 0.65) to represent the amount of people who spent money 
on fortnite and 100% (which is 1) to represent the total number of players. You can divide the 
total amount of money spent, found by multiplying the proportions of players with the average 
money they spend, and dividing this by 1 (representing the proportion of 100% which is the total 
amount of players). Using these calculations, I found out that the average spending of all players 
is £44.85. 
 

2) Explore what would happen if fortnite started charging £20 to buy the game. 
 
Assuming initially that the average spend on in-app purchases stays the same: 
If no-one leaves Fortnite: 
69% of Fortnite players will have an average spending of £85 and 31% of fortnite players will 
have an average spending of £20. 
Average spending of all players = 0.69x85+0.31x20 = £64.85 
Differences in average spending : 64.85- 44.85 = +£20 
Fortnite will earn more money because the average spending of players has gone up by £20.  
 
If the amount of players fell by 10%, but the average spend on in-app purchases stayed the same: 
The average spending of all players will be reduced by 10%. 
10% of 64.85 = 6.485 
64.85 - 6.485 = £58.37 
Average spending of all players: £58.37 
Differences in average spending : 58.37- 44.85 = +£13.52 



Therefore, Fortnite will make more money.  
 
If the amount of players fell by 50%,  but the average spend on in-app purchases stayed the 
same: 
The average spending of all players will be halved: 
64.85 ÷ 2 = 32.425 = 32.43 
The average spending of all players: £32.43 
Difference in average spending: - £12.42  
Therefore, Fortnite will make less money. 
 
Let's say the average spend on in-app purchases halves: 
If no-one leaves Fortnite: 
The average spending of all players will be: (44.85÷2)+20 = 42.425 = £42.43 
Difference in average spending: - £2.42 
Fortnite will make less money. 
 
If the average spend on in-app purchases halves and the amount of players falls by 10% 
The average spending (£42.43) will be reduced by 10%: 
10% of £42.43 = 4.243 
42.43-4.243 = 38.187 = £38.19 
Average spending of players: £38.19 
Difference in average spending: - £6.75 
Fortnite will make less money. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


